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jvc has discontinued production of the tx-sr6k
camcorder, which was released in 2014. the 10.7x
optical zoom d-ila chip makes it one of the most

affordable wvga camcorders on the market today,
though it does suffer from low contrast and poor color

reproduction. the camcorder also lacks hdmi and
analog audio inputs. jvc's us division has announced
the ms-dv7 and ms-dv10, which are both priced at

$1,199.99. the ms-dv10 features xavc-s recording at a
resolution of either 848x480 or 1280x720 - both at
120fps. the ms-dv7 can record uhd 4k footage at
either 848x480 or 1280x720 at 60fps with xavc-s

recording. these camcorders are noteworthy only in
that they bear the 'ms' logos and are sold only through

jvc dealers. panasonic has announced a redesign of
their gh2 mirrorless camera, featuring an 11.2mp

sensor and a tilting lcd screen, that will cost $1,499
body-only in a limited run of 10,000 units. the gh2

features manual controls, 5-axis is, a few other manual
settings, raw shooting and 5fps continuous shooting.

jvc has announced a pair of hd camcorders that
replace the tx-sr4k and tx-sr9k camcorders that they
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discontinued two years ago. the ms-dv100 records uhd
footage at 3840x2160 or 1280x720 at 60fps or 720p
at 30fps, while the ms-dv200 records 4k footage at
3840x2160, 2560x1920 and 1280x720 at 60fps. the

ms-dv100 costs $1,999.99 body-only and the ms-
dv200 costs $2,399.99 body-only. the ms-dv100 and
the ms-dv200 should ship in march, and will become

available through jvc dealers only. note, the ms-dv100
does not have a touchscreen and does not have

internal mic input.
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This is a Good thriller, Action, Movie Not Good on
Continuity. It has action scenes and interesting story
line. The supporting cast is very weak. These three
stars are Gerard Butler, Aaron Eckhart and Morgan
Freeman. I think their casting was a mistake. In any
case, this movie is pointless. It's probably the worst
movie I've ever seen. No one is punished for their

misdeeds. No one is even talked to about them. There
is no motive for anyone's actions. This thing is a mess.
Plot is good, Action, Thriller, Film Good Movie. On the

whole I enjoyed the movie, it's a well made action
movie, the action scenes are well put together, and

the drama is believable. Gerard Butler is superb.
Olympos Has Fallen has been produced by Threshold
Entertainment and Paramount Pictures and directed
by Antoine Fuqua, making it his highest-grossing film

to date. The film co-stars Aaron Eckhart, Morgan
Freeman, Scott Eastwood, Naveen Andrews, Michelle

Yeoh, Rodrigo Santoro, James Woods and Raheem
Farouk. It does feel like an action movie by the time it
gets to its conclusion but generally the characters and
the storyline the movie is based on are both realistic
and reasonably engaging for some moments. I think
the real star of the movie is Gerard Butler This movie
is all over the place. it's not a bad action movie, but
the characters, the conflict that's presented in the
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movie is just not believable. In all honesty, it really
sucks, I hate the plot and some of the characters.

There's no motivation for anyone at all. There are no
consequences for any of the characters. Instead of
dealing with the cause of the problem and trying to

find a solution, the movie and the filmmakers decided
to just sit back and watch the world burn. Some of the

dialogue is clever, but for the most part, it's just
nonsense. The action is good, and the fights are well
done. Gerard Butler and Aaron Eckhart are fine in the

main roles, but they are two of the weaker main
characters in the film. This is a bad movie and should
probably have been left as a TV movie, or something

that lasted 15 minutes. 5ec8ef588b
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